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Complete Cyber Protection for AWS Data
Keep AWS data readily available and recoverable on a single SaaS platform

DATA CYBERSECURITY, BUILT FOR AWS
As investment in cybersecurity grows for enterprises that want to strengthen their security posture, so too are the tools and 
techniques employed by malicious actors to carry out cyberattacks. the recent rise in ransomware—the use of malware to 
hold valuable data hostage—signals the ease with which cybercriminals are breaching security layers.

rubrik Security Cloud, built with a Zero trust design and powered by machine learning, delivers complete cyber protection 
in a single platform for workloads in Amazon Web Services (AWS). rubrik keeps cloud data available with secure, air-gapped, 
and access-controlled backups, providing robust protection against cyberattacks, malicious insiders, and operational 
disruptions. in the event data needs to be recovered, rubrik archives a near-zero rto by surgically recovering apps, files, 
or objects at scale. Additionally, rubrik intelligently transitions backup data to cost optimized storage without maintaining 
expensive snapshots.

KEY FEATURES

SIMPLE 
UNIFIED PROTECTION 

Automatically discover and 
secure all your workloads with 
one SaaS platform to achieve 
a baseline backup via simple 
unified data protection policies

COMPLETE 
CYBER PROTECTION

Cyber-proof your cloud 
application data with 
logically air-gapped, 

access-controlled backups

RAPID RECOVERY OF 
COMPROMISED SYSTEMS

Confidently achieve a 
near-zero rto by surgically 
recovering apps, files, or 

objects at scale

LOWER TCO 
 

intelligently transition backup 
data to cost optimized 

storage without maintaining 
expensive snapshot

COMPREHENSIVE AWS DATA PROTECTION

Oracle SAP HANAVMware Cloud 
on AWS (VMC)

SQL Server

AWS EBSAWS EC2 AWS S3 AWS RDS AWS Aurora AWS FSxAWS EFS
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3495 Deer Creek Road
Palo Alto, CA 94304
United States

1-844-4rUbriK
inquiries@rubrik.com
www.rubrik.com

rubrik is on a mission to secure the world’s data. With Zero trust Data Security™, we help organizations achieve 
business resilience against cyberattacks, malicious insiders, and operational disruptions. rubrik Security Cloud, 
powered by machine learning, secures data across enterprise, cloud, and SaaS applications. We help organizations 
uphold data integrity, deliver data availability that withstands adverse conditions, continuously monitor data risks and 
threats, and restore businesses with their data when infrastructure is attacked.

for more information please visit www.rubrik.com and follow @rubrikinc on X (formerly twitter) and rubrik on linkedin.

rubrik is a registered trademark of rubrik, inc. All company names, product names, and other such names in this 
document are registered trademarks or trademarks of the relevant company.

BENEFITS OF RUBRIK ZERO TRUST DATA SECURITY

DATA BACKUP  
AND PROTECTION

RANSOMWARE  
RECOVERY

SECURE MIGRATION  
TO AWS

SECURE YOUR AWS CLOUD JOURNEY
rubrik can accelerate and secure your AWS Cloud adoption with cloud-native protection in the following areas:

 ▪ Public Sector
 ▪ AWS Outposts Ready
 ▪ Storage Software Competency
 ▪ Amazon RDS Ready
 ▪ Security Software Competency

FIND US ON AWS MARKETPLACE
rubrik can help you prioritize protection of data in your security 
strategy and build the cyber resiliency you need for effective 
data backup, recovery, and long-term archival storage.

LONG-TERM RETENTION 
reduce storage costs by 
archiving backup data to 
Amazon S3 with storage 
tiering while retaining 
instant access with 
predictive search.

CLOUD MIGRATION 
instantiate on-premises 
apps and workloads 
with automated Vms to 
Amazon eC2 conversion for 
development/testing and 
cloud recovery.

HETEROGENEOUS 
REPLICATION 
Copy data across clouds, 
AWS accounts and regions, 
edge locations, and data 
centers using global 
SlA policies.

CLOUD PROTECTION 
Always have reliable, clean 
copies of your data with 
native, immutable snapshots 
of Amazon eC2, Amazon S3, 
Amazon rDS, Amazon ebS, 
Amazon efS, and Amazon fSx.

SLA

REQUEST A DEMO

https://www.rubrik.com/
https://www.rubrik.com/
https://twitter.com/rubrikInc
https://www.linkedin.com/company/rubrik-inc/
https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/pp/prodview-4k635i7dgeiwa

